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Local Company Converts Triple-Slide Prevost Coach
DeLand, Fla – Small business does not mean small projects for Tradewinds Coach & Marine as
the company is set to begin a custom conversion on a triple-slide Prevost shell in 2018. Owned
by Scott Bennett and Brian Miller, the ambitious conversion embodies the spirit of a growing
local company.
“We are fortunate to be surrounded by wonderful customers,” Bennett said. “We have developed
long-lasting relationships that have allowed the business to continue to develop seamlessly. We
are excited about what lies ahead.”
The coach conversion comes at an optimal time for the company. In less than a decade, the twoman (mobile only) shop has seen great expansion. With 13 full-time employees operating in a
40,000-square foot facility, Tradewinds has solidified itself in the Prevost and luxury motorhome
industry.
“We have hired some additional technicians for this project,” Miller said. “A conversion of this
size will take some time, but the company is in a place where it can excel in production without
missing a beat on the service side of the business.”
While Prevost enthusiasts will have to wait to see the finished project, the company will continue
business as usual focusing on its core business; service, repair, remodels and upgrades.
Tradewinds plans to attend multiple events this year including the Prevost Motorhome Expo in
West Palm Beach, Fla. The company will have three coaches for sale at the expo and will also
stay on site camping amongst other customers and Prevost owners.

Tradewinds Coach is a full-service facility located in DeLand, Fla. that specializes in Prevost coach
conversions. The company is happy to assist in all aspects of coach ownership from the purchase of the
coach, the service, repair and upgrades on that coach and the eventual sale of that coach. From general
maintenance to full remodels and everything in between, Tradewinds Coach offers a full-line of services
that cover all areas of the Prevost and luxury motorhome industry. Founded in March 2010 Tradewinds
Coach has quickly expanded from a mobile two-person company to a company occupying a 40,000square foot facility with 13 full-time employees.

